Abstract-In this paper, we develop a distributed intermittent communication and task planning framework for teams of mobile robots. The goal of the robots is to accomplish complex tasks, captured by local Linear Temporal Logic formulas, and share the collected information with all other robots and possibly also with a user. Specifically, we consider situations where the robot communication capabilities are not sufficient to form reliable and connected networks while the robots move to accomplish their tasks. In this case, intermittent communication protocols are necessary that allow the robots to temporarily disconnect from the network in order to accomplish their tasks free of communication constraints. We assume that the robots can only communicate with each other when they meet at common locations in space. Our distributed control framework jointly determines local plans that allow all robots fulfill their assigned temporal tasks, sequences of communication events that guarantee information exchange infinitely often, and optimal communication locations that minimize the total distance traveled by the robots. Simulation and experimental results verify the efficacy of the proposed distributed controllers.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we formally describe Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) by presenting its syntax and semantics. Also, we briefly review preliminaries of automata-based LTL model checking, while a detailed overview of this theory can be found in [23] .
Linear temporal logic is a type of formal logic whose basic ingredients are a set of atomic propositions AP, the boolean operators, i.e., conjunction ∧, and negation ¬, and two temporal operators, next and until U. LTL formulas over a set AP can be constructed based on the following grammar: φ ::= true | π | φ 1 ∧ φ 2 | ¬φ | φ | φ 1 U φ 2 , where π ∈ AP. For the sake of brevity we abstain from presenting the derivations of other Boolean and temporal operators, e.g., always , eventually ♦, implication ⇒, which can be found in [23] .
An infinite word σ over the alphabet 2 AP is defined as an infinite sequence σ = π 0 π 1 π 2 · · · ∈ (2 AP ) ω , where ω denotes infinite repetition and π k ∈ 2 AP , ∀k ∈ N. The language Words(φ) = σ ∈ (2 AP ) ω |σ |= φ is defined as the set of words that satisfy the LTL formula φ, where |=⊆ (2 AP ) × φ is the satisfaction relation.
Any LTL formula φ can be translated into a Nondeterministic Büchi Automaton (NBA) over 2 AP denoted by B [32] , which is defined as follows: AP is an alphabet, → B ⊆ Q B × Σ × Q B is the transition relation, and F B ⊆ Q B is a set of accepting/final states.
An infinite run ρ B of B over an infinite word σ = π 0 π 1 π 2 . . . , π k ∈ Σ = 2 AP ∀k ∈ N is a sequence ρ B = q 
represents the set of states that appear in ρ B infinitely often. The words σ that result in an accepting run of B constitute the accepted language of B, denoted by L B . Then it is proven [23] that the accepted language of B is equivalent to the words of φ, i.e., L B = Words(φ).
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider N ≥ 1 mobile robots operating in a workspace W ⊂ R d , d = 2, 3, and leṫ
denote the equations of motion of robot i, where x i (t) ∈ R d and u i (t) ∈ R d are the position and control input of robot i, respectively, at time t > 0. Let N = {1, . . . , N } denote the set of all robots. Assume also that there are W ≥ 1 points of interest in the workspace W at locations v j ∈ W, for j = 1, . . . , W , and let I = {1, . . . , W }. Every robot i ∈ N is responsible for accomplishing high-level tasks associated with some of these locations. Hereafter, we assume that the tasks assigned to the robots are independent from each other. Specifically, we assume that the task assigned to robot i is captured by a local LTL statement φ i specified over the set of atomic propositions {{π
} j∈I which are defined as follows:
for a sufficiently small ǫ > 0, and for all i ∈ N and j ∈ I. Namely, the atomic proposition π vj i is true if robot i is sufficiently close to location v j . For example, an LTL-specified task for robot i can be: Together with accomplishing local tasks, robots are also responsible for communicating with each other so that any information that is collected as part of these tasks is propagated in the network and, possibly, eventually reaches a user. Since, the robots have limited communication capabilities, we assume that they can communicate only if they are physically close to each other at a common location in space, hereafter called a communication point. Specifically, we assume that there are R ≥ 1 available communication points at locations v j ∈ W, for j = 1, . . . , R, and we denote by C = {1, . . . , R} the index set of all communication points. Also, we make no assumptions about the relationship between the sets C and I, i.e., it is possible that C ∩ I = ∅.
Furthermore, we assume that the robot team is partitioned into M ≥ 1 robot subgroups, called also teams, and that every robot belongs to at least one subgroup. The indices i of the robots that belong to the m-th subgroup are collected in a set denoted by T m , for all m ∈ M := {1, 2, . . . , M }. We define the set that collects the indices of teams that robot i belongs to as M i = {m|i ∈ T m , m ∈ M}. Also, for robot i we define the set that collects the indices of all other robots that belong to common teams with robot i as N i = {j|j ∈ T m , ∀m ∈ M i } \ {i}, ∀i ∈ N .
Given the robot teams T m , for all m ∈ M, we can define the graph over these teams as follows.
Definition 3.1 (Team Membership Graph G T ):
The graph over the teams T m , m ∈ M is defined as G T = (V T , E T ), where the set of nodes V T = M is indexed by the teams T m and set of edges E T is defined as E T = {(m, n)|T m ∩ T n = ∅, ∀m, n ∈ M}.
We also assume that robots in a subgroup T m can communicate only when all of them are present simultaneously at a common location v j , j ∈ C. The locations v j where communication can take place for the robotic team T m are collected in a finite set C m ⊆ C, where the sets C m are not necessarily disjoint. When all robots in a team T m have arrived at a communication location, we assume that communication happens and the robots leave to accomplish their tasks or communicate with other teams. This way, a dynamic robot communication network is constructed, defined as follows:
Definition 3.2 (Communication Network G c ): The communication network among the robots is defined as a dynamic undirected graph G c (t) = (V c , E c (t)), where the set of nodes V c is indexed by the robots, i.e., V c = N , and E c (t) ⊆ V c × V c is the set of communication links that emerge among robots in every team T m , when they all meet at a common communication point v j , for some j ∈ C m simultaneously, i.e., E c (t) = {(e, i), ∀ i, e ∈ T m , ∀m ∈ M | x i (t) = x e (t) = v j , for some j ∈ C m }.
To ensure that information is continuously transmitted across the network of robots, we require that the communication graph G c is connected over time infinitely often, i.e., that all robots in team T m meet infinitely often at a common communication point j ∈ C m , for all teams m ∈ V T ; see Figure 1 . Hereafter, we assume that the graph of teams G T is connected so that information can be propagated among all robots in the network G c . Specifically, information is propagated across teams through robots that are common to these teams and, in this way, it is propagated to all robots in the network. Connectivity of G T and the fact that robots can be only members of small number of teams means that information can be transferred over long distances, possibly to reach a remote user, without requiring that the robots leave their assigned regions of interest defined by their assigned tasks and communication points corresponding to the teams they belong to.
Intermittent communication among robots within every team can be captured by the following global LTL formula specified over the set of atomic propositions {{π
Consequently, satisfying the following global LTL statement
ensures that the assigned tasks are satisfied and the underlying communication network G c is intermittently connected infinitely often. The problem that is addressed in this paper can be stated as follows: Problem 1: Consider any initial configuration of a network of N mobile robots that move in W according to (1) , and any partition of the network in M subgroups T m , m ∈ M so that the associated graph G T is connected. Determine discrete motion plans for all robots such that the LTL specification φ defined in (4) is satisfied, i.e., (i) the local LTL-specified tasks φ i are satisfied, for all i ∈ N , (ii) intermittent communication among robots captured by φ com is ensured infinitely often, and (iii) the communication points for all subgroups T m , m ∈ M A network of N = 3 robots (black dots) divided into M = 3 teams is depicted. The robot teams are selected to be: T 1 = {1, 2}, T 2 = {2, 3}, and T 3 = {3, 1}. The set I consists of locations represented by red and green squares. Red squares comprise set C and represent communication points and green squares stand for locations that robots need to visit to accomplish their tasks. Black dashed lines stand for paths in the workspace W that connect locations ve and v j . The sets of communications points for each team are defined as C 1 = {v 9 , v 10 }, C 2 = {v 10 , v 11 }, and C 3 = {v 12 }.
are selected so that the total distance traveled by all robots is minimized.
The proposed distributed solution to Problem 1 consists of three main parts. First, we construct motion plans independently for all robots i so that the local LTL-based tasks φ i are satisfied; see Section IV. Then we design communication events for all robots, independently of their assigned tasks, that ensure intermittent communication among robots in every team infinitely often; see Section V. These communication events depend on the graph G T and are not associated with specific locations in space. Finally, in Section VI we integrate task planning and communication control by introducing appropriate communication locations in the discrete motion plans of the robots so that the local tasks controlled in Section IV are satisfied, communication at these locations respects the communication schedules designed in Section V, and the total distance traveled by the robots is minimized. The proposed solution is also illustrated in Figure 3 . 
IV. TASK PLANNING
In this section, we summarize an existing model checking method that can be used to construct motion plans τ i that satisfy the LTL statement φ i .
A. Discretized Abstraction of Robot Mobility
First, mobility of robot i is abstracted by a weighted transition system (wTS) denoted by wTS i that is defined as follows:
Definition 4.1 (weighted Transition System): A weighted Transition System for robot i, denoted by wTS i is a tuple 
the distance between locations in Q i and is defined as
} j∈I is the set of atomic propositions; and
In what follows we give definitions related to wTS i , that we will use throughout the rest of the paper.
An infinite path τ i of wTS i is an infinite sequence of states,
Similarly, a finite path of wTS i can be defined as a finite sequence of states of wTS i . Given the definition of the weights w i in Definition 4.1, the cost of a finite path τ i , denoted by J(τ i ), can be defined as follows:
where |τ i | stands for the number of states in the finite path τ i . The cost function in (5) captures the total distance traveled by robot i when it executes the finite path τ i . The trace of an infinite path τ i = τ i (1)τ i (2)τ i (3) . . . of a transition system wTS i , denoted by trace(τ i ), is an infinite word that is determined by the sequence of atomic propositions that are true in the states along τ i , i.e., trace(
Given an LTL formula φ i and a transition system wTS i that are both defined over the set of atomic propositions AP, we say that the infinite path τ i of wTS i satisfies φ i if and only if trace(τ i ) ∈ Words(φ i ), which is equivalently denoted by τ i |= φ i .
B. Construction of motion plans τ i |= φ i
Next, given the weighted Transition System wTS i and the NBA B i that corresponds to the LTL φ i , defined in Section II, a motion plan τ i |= φ i can be constructed by checking the nonemptiness of the language of the Product Büchi Automaton (PBA) P i = wTS i ⊗ B i [23] , which is defined as follows:
Bi is a set of initial states,
Next, to derive motion plans τ i that satisfy φ i , graph search techniques are applied to P i , see e.g., [33] - [35] . The resulting plans are expressed in a prefix-suffix structure [32] , i.e., τ i = τ 
where the first and the second summation in (6) represent the accumulated weights of transitions along the prefix and the suffix, respectively.
V. INTERMITTENT COMMUNICATION CONTROL
In Section IV-B, we constructed motion plans τ i that satisfy the local tasks φ i without considering communication between the robots. In this Section we construct infinite sequences of communication events (also called communication schedules) so that intermittent connectivity infinitely often as per (3) is guaranteed. Then, in Section VI, these schedules are integrated with task planning by introducing communication locations in the discrete motion plans of the robots so that the local tasks are satisfied, intermittent communication is ensured infinitely often as per the designed schedules, and the total distance traveled by the robots is minimized.
A. Schedule of Communication Events
In this section, we describe how the robots design in a distributed way schedules of communication events so that the communication network is intermittently connected infinitely often. Since every robot can be a member of more than one teams, the objective in designing these schedules is that no teams that share common robots communicate at the same time, as this would require that the shared robots are present at more than one different meeting locations at the same time. We call such schedules conflict-free. To construct such conflictfree schedules of communication events we need the following definition of the sequence S that defines the order in which the robots construct their schedules.
Definition 5.1 (Sequence S): The finite sequence S is a sequence of pairs defined as S = {(v j , T n ), (v e , T m ), . . . }, where for each pair (v e , T m ) it holds that v e is an arbitrary communication point from the set C m . The sequence S satisfies two requirements: (i) all teams T m , m ∈ M appear in S; and (ii) consecutive teams T n and T m that appear in S are neighboring nodes in the graph G T , i.e., m ∈ N Tn := {e ∈ V T |(n, e) ∈ E T }.
In what follows, we assume that the sequence S is a userdefined input to the system that is known by all robots. Moreover, we denote by S k the k-th pair in S and by S k,z the z-th element of the k-th pair in S, where z = 1 or 2, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , |S|} where |S| stands for the length of S. Every robot i participates in communication events for teams T m , ∀m ∈ M i at discrete time instances c ∈ N + that are determined by the following schedule of communication events:
Definition 5.2 (Schedule of Communication Events):
The schedule of communication events of robot i, denoted by sched i , is defined as an infinite repetition of the finite sequence
i.e., sched i = s i , s i , · · · = s ω i , where ω stands for the infinite repetition of s i .
In (7), M i (e), e ∈ {1, . . . , |M i |} stands for the e-th entry of M i and represents a communication event for team with index M i (e), and the discrete states X indicate that there is no communication event for robot i. The length of sequence s i is ℓ = max {d Tm } M m=1 +1 for all i ∈ N , where d Tm is the degree of node m ∈ V T , i.e., d Tm = |N Tm |. It is shown in Proposition 5.5 that this length ℓ is sufficient for the construction of conflict-free communication schedules as per the algorithm described bellow. The schedule sched i defines the order in which robot i participates in the communication events for the teams m ∈ M i , for all robots i ∈ N . Specifically, at a discrete time step c ∈ N + , robot i either communicates with all robots that belong to team T m , for m ∈ M i if sched i (c) = m, or does not need to participate in any communication event if
In what follows we present a process that relies on three rules that the robots execute in order to construct the schedules sched i . These schedules are constructed sequentially across Tm j -th entry of s j a communication event for team T m i.e., s j (n Tm j ) = m. This robot j transmits its sequence s j to all other robots i ∈ T m along with all other sequences s e that were constructed before and transmitted to robot j at the previous iteration of this three-rule process. This implies that all robots i ∈ T m are currently aware of all already constructed sequences s b of robots b ∈ N i that have already been constructed, since consecutive teams in S are always neighboring teams. Notice that the sequences s b , with b ∈ N i , will be used for the construction of s i . Consequently, all robots i ∈ T m know the index n Tm j . Using this information, every robot i ∈ T m constructs the path s i based on the following three rules: 1) First rule: Team T m will be placed at the n Tm i -th entry of s i , which is selected to be equal to n Tm j , which is common for all robots j ∈ T m ; see line 1, Alg. 1. The next step is to place the teams g ∈ M i \ {m}, at the n To highlight the role of the third rule assume that h ∈ N Tg . Then, this means that there exists at least one robot r ∈ T h ∩T g . Notice that without the third rule, at a subsequent iteration of this procedure, robot r ∈ T h ∩ T g would have to place communication events for teams T g and T h at a common entry of s r , i.e., n Choose an available n Tg i ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} such that it holds either s j (n
Put X in the remaining entries; 8 When all robots i ∈ T m have constructed sequences s i , they depart from node v e , e ∈ C m ; associated with the team S k+1,2 are present at node S k+1,1 , and can coordinate to compute their respective sequences. The procedure is repeated sequentially over the teams in S until all robots have computed their respective schedules of meeting events. Execution of Algorithm 1 is also illustrated in Example 5.4.
Remark 5.3 (Algorithm 1):
Due to the requirement that consecutive teams in S need to be neighbors in G T , it is possible that a team T m may appear more than once in S, depending on the structure of the graph G T . In this case, robots i ∈ T m construct the sequences s i only the first time that team T m appears in S. Also, at the first iteration of Algorithm 1, robots of team S 1,2 have to construct their sequences s i , i ∈ S 1,2 . In this case, a randomly selected robot j ∈ S 1,2 creates arbitrarily its sequence s j by placing the teams m ∈ M j at the n Tm i -th entry of s i . Then the procedure described in Algorithm 1 follows. Moreover, when robot i moves towards pre-determined communication points during the execution of Algorithm 1, the satisfaction of the local tasks φ i is ignored, for all i ∈ N , i.e., this process generates communication schedule independent of the local tasks.
Example 5.4 (Algorithm 1):
To illustrate Algorithm 1, consider the network of N = 3 robots shown in Figure 2 , where the teams of robots are designed as T 1 = {1, 2}, T 2 = {2, 3}, and T 3 = {3, 1}. Let the sequence S be S = {(v 9 , T 1 ), (v 10 , T 2 ), (v 12 , T 3 )}. Hence, initially the robots 1 and 2 in team T 1 will meet at node v 9 to construct their respective sequences s i . Assume that initially robot 1 constructs the sequence s 1 of length equal to ℓ = max {d Tm } 3 m=1 + 1 = 3. Robot 1 belongs to teams T 1 and T 2 and it arbitrarily constructs s 1 as follows: s 1 = 1, 3, X. Then the sequence s 1 is transmitted to robot 2 that belongs to teams T 1 and T 2 . Now robot 2 is responsible for constructing the sequence s 2 . To construct s 2 , according to the first rule, team T 1 is placed at the first entry of s 2 , i.e., n
2 is determined by the third rule. Specifically, notice that among the two available entries in s 2 for team T 3 the n T3 2 = 2-nd entry is invalid, since robot 1 ∈ T 1 has already constructed its sequence s 1 so that n T3 1 = 2 and for teams T 3 and T 2 it holds that 3 ∈ N T2 . Therefore, robot 2 selects n T2 2 = 2 and constructs the sequence s 2 = 1, X, 2. At the next iteration of Algorithm 1 the robots 2 and 3 in team T 2 will meet at node v 10 ∈ C 2 to construct their sequences s i . Robot 2 has already constructed the sequence s 2 at the previous iteration and it transmits its constructed sequence s 2 and the previously constructed sequence s 1 to robot 3. Thus robot 3 has now access to all already constructed sequences s e , for e ∈ N 3 = {1, 2}. Robot 3 constructs s 3 = X, 3, 2 using the first and the second rule. Finally, the robots in the third team T 3 = {3, 1} have already constructed their finite paths at previous iterations.
In the following proposition we show that Algorithm 1 can always construct sequences s i if the length ℓ of s i is selected
The proof is based on contradiction. Assume that a robot i requires a sequence s i of length greater than ℓ = max {d Te } M e=1 + 1 when Algorithm 1 is applied. This means that there is team T m , m ∈ M i , which cannot be placed at any of the first ℓ entries of s i . By construction of Algorithm 1, this means that node m has at least ℓ neighbors in graph G T , i.e., d Tm ≥ ℓ, which can never happen, which completes the proof.
Remark 5.6 (Discrete states X): In the schedules sched i , defined in Definition 5.2 and constructed using Algorithm 1, the states X indicate that no communication events occur for robot i at the current discrete time instant. These states are used to synchronize the communication events over the discrete time instants c ∈ N + , i.e., to ensure that the discrete time instant c at which communication happens for team T m , m ∈ M, is the same for all robots i ∈ T m ; see also Example 5.4. Nevertheless, as it will be shown in Theorem 7.7, in Section VII, it is the order of communication events in sched i that is critical to ensure intermittent communication, not the time instants that they take place. This is due to a communication policy proposed in VI-B.
Remark 5.7 (S-based communication):
Communication according to S is inefficient as it requires that a meeting event for any team T m , m ∈ M, can take place only after all other teams that precede m in S have already met. In other words, communication within team T m , m ∈ M occurs every |S| discrete time instances, where |S| ≥ |M|, i.e., it is periodic with period equal to |S|. On the other hand, according to s i , communication events for more than one teams can occur at the same discrete time instant c. Specifically, communication within team T m , m ∈ M occurs every ℓ discrete time steps, where ℓ = max{d Tm } M m=1 + 1 ≤ |M| is the period of communication.
VI. INTEGRATED TASK PLANNING AND INTERMITTENT COMMUNICATION CONTROL
In this Section, we synthesize motion plans that satisfy both the local tasks φ i , ∀i ∈ N and the intermittent connectivity requirement φ com . To achieve this, in Section VI-A, we modify the motion plans τ i |= φ i by introducing communication locations so that the local tasks φ i are satisfied, intermittent communication is ensured infinitely often as per the designed schedules sched i , and the total distance traveled by the robots is minimized. Then, in Section VI-B, we show that the resulting motion plans can be executed asynchronously among the robots.
A. Modification of motion plans τ i
In this section, our goal is to revise the motion plans
ω |= φ i , derived in Section IV-B, so that both the local task φ i and the intermittent communication constraints are satisfied. To achieve this, it suffices to modify the suffix parts τ for all teams T m , m ∈ M i , for all robots i ∈ N , as it will be discussed in Proposition 7.2. In this case, there are no more executions over the sequence S.
In what follows, we discuss how the suffix part τ 
subject to in the order that the indices of teams m ∈ M i appear in s i . In other words, the second and the third constraints ensure that robot i will participate in communication events in the order that is determined by sched i = s ω i . As discussed in Remark 5.6, and as it will be shown in Proposition 7.3 and in Theorem 7.7, this ensures that the network never reaches a deadlock configuration and guarantees intermittent communication infinitely often. Notice that in the optimization problem (8) , the symbols X that appear in the schedules sched i = s The optimization problem (8) is solved through a twostep procedure. First we solve the optimization problem (8) ignoring the first constraint τ
The resulting optimization problem is an integer program and can be solved using existing optimization methods. Second, we check if the infinite repetition of the suffix part τ suf,ni+1 i that we get from the first step satisfies the first constraint τ
If this is the case, then the solution of the optimization problem constructed in the first step is the optimal solution of the constrained optimization problem (8) . Otherwise, the solution that we got in the first step is discarded from the feasible set of the optimization problem (8) . Then the above procedure is repeated until a solution is found. At the worst case, the integer program constructed in the first step of this procedure is solved |C m | Π i∈Tm τ decrease even more the cost ∀i∈Tm J(τ . . . . In Proposition 7.2, we will show that the resulting motion planτ i has a finite representation and it can be written in a prefix-suffix structure. for all n i > C, for all robots i ∈ N , have already been constructed at a previous iteration η i < C of Algorithm 2. Once this repetitive pattern is detected, Algorithm 2 terminates and motion plans in a prefix-suffix structure are constructed. at a time and (ii) the set M i that collects the teams that the robots belong to differs across the robots. Due to these two observations we conclude that some robots may finish the construction 2 Robots do not need to know the value of the iteration index κ during the execution of Algorithm 2. This iteration index is only used in the correctness proofs presented in Section VII.
of their suffix parts τ suf,ni i sooner than some others and, therefore, the robots update the iteration indices n i = n i + 1 asynchronously during a single execution of Algorithm 2 over the sequence S. Nevertheless, note that robots that finish the construction of their suffix parts τ suf,ni i sooner cannot start constructing the next suffix part immediately due to (i). This imposes an implicit synchronization across the teams. Also, observe that every time Algorithm 2 is executed once over the whole sequence S, all robots i ∈ N have updated their iteration indices n i , as n i = n i + 1 and, therefore, it holds that n i = n, for all i ∈ N , for some n ∈ N + , for all n i ∈ N + ; see also Figure 4 . . Once this happens, it holds that D 1 = ∅, n 1 = 2 and, therefore, construction of the suffix part τ suf,2 1 is finished. Then, robot 1 moves to the next communication point that appears in S ω associated with a team that belongs to M 1 , which is again v 1 ∈ C 1 , since M 1 = {1}, and waits for the arrival of robot 2 ∈ T 1 . On the other hand, robot 2 has not finished the construction of its suffix part τ suf, 2 2 , since now it holds that D 2 = {2}, while robot 3 ∈ T 3 has not started the construction of τ suf, 2 3 yet. Next, according to the sequence S ω , robots 2 and 3 in team T 2 move to location v 2 to select and incorporate a common communication point v j , j ∈ C 2 , in the suffix parts τ suf,2 2 and τ suf, 2 3 . Once this happens, we have that D 2 = D 3 = ∅, n 2 = n 3 = 2 and, consequently, both robot 2 and 3 have finished the construction of the suffix parts τ , for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} are shown in Figure 5(b) . Notice that now all robots i have finished the construction of the suffix parts τ suf,2 i and n i = 2 for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, i.e., Algorithm 2 has been executed once over the sequence S. Observe in Figure 5(b) , that robot 2 ∈ T 1 ∩ T 2 has incorporated the communication points for teams T 1 and T 2 , so that during the execution of τ suf, 2 2 , robot 2 first meets with robot 3 ∈ T 2 and then with robot , for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are updated in a similar way. The only difference now is that every time the robots of a team coordinate to construct their suffix parts, they first discard the previously selected communication point for their team and they choose a new one as per the solution of (8) . The suffix parts τ suf, 3 i , for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, are shown in Figure 5(c) .
B. Asynchronous Execution
In this section, we describe how the plansτ i generated by Algorithm 2 can be executed in continuous time. Then, in the next section, we show that under the proposed continuous-time execution the global LTL specification (4) is satisfied.
In the majority of global LTL-based motion planning, robots are assumed to execute their assigned motion plans synchronously, i.e., all the robots pick synchronously their next states, see e.g., [25] , [26] , [28] . However, assuming that robot motion is performed in a synchronous way is rather conservative due to, e.g., uncertainty and exogenous disturbances in the arrival times of the robots at their next locations as per the plansτ i . To the contrary, here the discrete plansτ i are executed asynchronously across the robots, as per Algorithm 3.
In Algorithm 3,τ i (p i ) stands for the p i -th state of the planτ i . The different indices p i for the robots's states in the plansτ i allow us to model the situation where the robots pick asynchronously their next states in wTS i . Also, in Algorithm 3, the set P i collects all the indices p i for robot i, for which it holdsτ i (p i ) = q When all the other robots of team T m arrive at the communication location v j , j ∈ C m , communication for team T m occurs; see lines 6-7, Alg. 3. After that, robot i moves towards the next stateτ i (p i + 1). This procedure repeats indefinitely. In Proposition 7.3, we show that the waiting time due to the control policy defined in Definition 6.4 is upper bounded.
VII. CORRECTNESS AND OPTIMALITY
In this section, we present results pertaining to correctness and optimality of the proposed control scheme. First, in Proposition 7.1 we examine the optimality of the motion plans τ i in terms of their ability to decrease the distance traveled by all robots i ∈ N over time. Next, in Proposition 7.2, we show that Algorithm 2 terminates after a finite number of iterations n i and, consequently, the infinite pathsτ i generated by Algorithm 2 have a finite representation. Next, in Theorems 7.5 and 7.7, we show that the continuous-time execution of the motion plansτ i , as per Algorithm 3 satisfies the local tasks φ i and the intermittent communication requirement, respectively. ), i.e., the distance that robot i has to travel has decreased due to the update of a communication point at iteration κ. Notice that for the function d i (κ) it holds that:
Thus, to prove this result, it suffices to show that dist(κ) ≤ dist(κ − 1), for all κ ≥ 2 or equivalently that:
First, we express the term ∀i∈N d i (κ) as follows:
Observe that ∀j∈N \Tm d j (κ) = 0, since at iteration κ all robots j ∈ N \ T m do not update their respective suffix parts, by construction of Algorithm 2. Thus, it suffices to show that
Recall that in the path τ , as previously discussed. In case this feasible point is the solution of (8) for the construction of the suffix parts τ suf,ni(κ) i , ∀i ∈ T m , then after updating the respective communication point, it holds that: J(τ the total traveled distance is expected to increase.
Motion plansτ i generated by Algorithm 2 are infinite paths and, therefore, in practice they are hard to implement and manipulate. In Proposition 7.2, we show that the motion plans τ i have a finite representation and they can be expressed in a prefix-suffix structure, where the prefix partτ pre i is executed only once and the suffix partτ suf i is repeated indefinitely. Proposition 7.2 also shows that Algorithm 2 terminates after a finite number of iterations.
Proposition 7.2: Algorithm 2 generates motion plansτ i that can be written in the following prefix-suffix structure:
where C, P ∈ N + are constants,τ
is the prefix part ofτ i and it is executed only once, andτ
is the suffix part ofτ i and it is repeated infinitely.
Proof: The general structure of motion plansτ i generated by Algorithm 2 is
Notice that there is an iteration index κ such that all robots have the same iteration index n i , i.e., n i = n, for some n ∈ N + for all robots i ∈ N and for all n i ∈ N + ; see end of Remark 6.2. For each iteration index n ∈ N + define the global suffix part τ suf,n that stacks all the suffix parts τ T . Then, we can rewrite the motion plans in (13) as follows:
To show that (12) holds for all robots i ∈ N , it suffices to show that there is a repetitive pattern in the global planτ given in (14), since we can get a repetitive pattern forτ i by projection ofτ on robot i, for all i ∈ N . To show this result, notice first that all suffix parts τ suf,n i are finite paths by construction and, therefore, the number of possible values for index m i , returned by (8) is finite for all i ∈ N . Also, the sets of communication points C m are finite, for all m ∈ M and, therefore, the number of possible communication points the optimization problem (8) can select from is finite, for all i ∈ N . Based on these two observations, there is a finite number of possible suffix parts τ suf,n i , for all robots i ∈ N . As a result, there is a finite number of possible global suffix parts τ suf,n and, therefore, after a finite number of iterations n of Algorithm 2, the global suffix parts τ suf,n will have appeared during a previous iteration as well.
Let C and P be the first iterations at which it holds that τ suf,C = τ suf,P −1 with C > P − 1, i.e., τ , (15) where ⌊·⌋ stands for the floor function. We conclude that the global planτ i in (14) can be re-written as follows:
Projecting the global plan (16) on robot i, we get that (12) holds for all robots i ∈ N , which completes the proof.
Next, to show that the local tasks φ i and the intermittent connectivity requirement φ com are satisfied, we first need to show that the network is deadlock-free when the motion plans τ i are executed according to Algorithm 3. Specifically, we assume that there is a deadlock, if there are robots of any team T m that are waiting forever at a communication point, selected by Algorithm 2, for the arrival of all other robots of team T m .
Proposition 7.3:
The mobile robot network is deadlockfree when the motion plansτ i generated by Algorithm 2 are executed according to Algorithm 3.
Proof: Let W ve ⊂ T m denote the set of robots that are waiting at communication point v e , e ∈ C m , selected by Algorithm 2, for the arrival of the other robots that belong to team T m . Assume that the robots in T m \W ve never arrive at that node so that a meeting at node v e for team T m never occurs. This means that the robots in T m \W ve are waiting indefinitely at communication locations v j ∈ C n , j = e, n = m, n ∈ N Tm , selected by Algorithm 2, to meet with robots of team T n . The fact that there are robots that remain indefinitely at node v j ∈ C n means that a communication within team T n never occurs by construction of Algorithm 3. Following an argument similar to the above, we conclude that the robots in T n \W vj are waiting indefinitely at nodes v k =j ∈ C f to communicate with robots that belong to a team T f , f ∈ N Tn . Therefore, if a a communication event never occurs for team T m , then all robots i ∈ N need to be waiting at the communication locations selected by Algorithm 2 and, consequently, there is no communication location where all robots are present, i.e., there is no team within which communication will ever occur. Throughout the rest of the proof we will refer to this network configuration as a stationary configuration.
In what follows, we show by contradiction that the network can never reach a stationary configuration when the motion plansτ i are executed asynchronously as per Algorithm 3. To show this result, first we show by contradiction that the network can never reach a stationary configuration when the schedules sched i , constructed by Algorithm 1, are executed asynchronously, as per Algorithm 3, so that (i) if at the current discrete time instant c it holds that sched i (c) = m, then robot i ∈ T m does not move to the next event sched i (c + 1), until all the other robots within team T m arrive at the selected communication point v j , j ∈ C m , and (ii) if at the current discrete time instant c, it holds that sched i (c) = X, then robot i moves to the next event sched i (c+1) without waiting. Then, we show that this equivalently means that the network is deadlock-free under the asynchronous execution of the motion plansτ i as per Algorithm 3.
The first part of the proof is based on contradiction. Specifically, we will show that if the network gets trapped at a stationary configuration during the asynchronous execution of the schedules sched i , then this means that there exist robots of some team T m that missed a meeting at node v e , e ∈ C m , at a previous time instant, which cannot happen by construction of Algorithm 3. Consider that there is an arbitrary time instant t 0 at which the network is at a stationary configuration. Then, this means that the current communication event for all robots i is sched i (n , g ∈ M e } that collects the minimum indices n Tm i (t 0 ) among all robots. Also let n Tg e (t 0 ) be an index such that n Tg e (t 0 ) ∈ N min (t 0 ). By assumption there are robots e ∈ T g and r ∈ T z , g ∈ N Tz , such that e ∈ W v f (t 0 ), v f ∈ T g and r ∈ W v d (t 0 ), v d ∈ T z , and, therefore, the events that are taking place for these two robots according to their assigned schedules of meeting events are sched e (n Tg e (t 0 )) = g and sched r (n Tz r (t 0 )) = z. Since n Tg e (t 0 ) ∈ N min (t 0 ) we have that n Tg e (t 0 ) ≥ n Tz r (t 0 ), which along with the fact that g ∈ N Tz results in n Tg e (t 0 ) > n Tz r (t 0 ) by construction of Algorithm 1. This leads to the following contradiction. The fact that n Tg e (t 0 ) > n Tz r (t 0 ) means that there exists a time instant t < t 0 at which the event that took place for robots a ∈ T g ∩ T z was sched a (n Tg r (t)) = g and at least one of these robots did not wait for the arrival of all other robots in team T g , since at the current time instant t 0 there are still robots in team T g waiting for the arrival of other robots. However, such a scenario is precluded by construction of Algorithm 3. Consequently, the network is deadlock-free when all robots i execute their respective schedules sched i , asynchronously, as per Algorithm 3.
Next, recall that due to the last two constraints in the optimization problem (8) states q vj i associated with communication points j ∈ C m , for all m ∈ M i are introduced inτ i in the order that teams T m , m ∈ M i appear in the schedule of communication events sched i . Moreover, according to Algorithm 3, during the execution of the plansτ i robots i wait only at communication points v j , j ∈ C m , m ∈ M i , selected by Algorithm 2, until all the other robots within team T m arrive at v j , exactly as in the asynchronous execution of the schedules sched i discussed above. These two observations along with the fact that the network is deadlock-free under the asynchronous execution of the schedules sched i , as per Algorithm 3, which was shown before, entail that the network is deadlock-free, as well, when all motion plansτ i are executed asynchronously, as per Algorithm 3, which completes the proof.
Remark 7.4 (Bounded waiting times):
, for all m ∈ M i and for all robots i ∈ N . Also, consider the motion plansτ i generated by Algorithm 2. The asynchronous execution of the motion plansτ i as per Algorithm 3 satisfies the LTL statements φ i , i.e.,τ i |= φ i , for all robots i.
Proof: First recall that the waiting times at the communication points introduced inτ i by Algorithm 2 are bounded due to Proposition 7.3. Consequently, all robots i will eventually execute the suffix parts τ suf,ni i , ∀n i ∈ {1, . . . , P } that appear inτ i without getting trapped indefinitely in a deadlock configuration.
Next, to show this result, first we need to show that all transitions in wTS i that are due toτ i respect the transition rule → i ; see Definition 4.1. Next, we need to show that
Notice that all transitions incurred by the finite path τ 
Moreover, observe that (18) can be rewritten as
for all n i ∈ {1, . . . , P, . . . , C} and for any finite words w 1 and w 2 whose infinite repetition does not violate φ i . 4 Next, we select the finite words w 1 and w 2 , as follows:
whose infinite repetition does not violate φ i due to (18) . Substituting (20) and (21) into (19) and selecting n i = P , we get
which equivalently means that (17) holds, completing the proof. T . The continuous time execution of the global planτ as per Algorithm 3 satisfiesτ |= (∧ ∀i∈N φ i ) due to Theorem 7.5 and τ |= φ com due to Theorem 7.7. By definition of the conjunction operator [23] , it holds thatτ |= (∧ ∀i∈N φ i ) ∧ φ com which completes the proof.
Remark 7.9 (More compact form of motion plansτ i ): Recall from Remark 6.2 that there is an iteration index κ such that all robots have the same iteration index n i , i.e., n i = n for some n ∈ N + for all robots i ∈ N and for all n i ∈ N + . Then, Proposition 7.1 implies that the total distance traveled by all robots, during a single execution of τ suf,n i , captured by i∈N J(τ suf,n i ), decreases with respect to iterations n. Combining this result with Proposition 7.2, we conclude that i∈N J(τ
) and i∈N J(τ
). Thus, we can eliminate fromτ i all the suffix parts τ suf,n i , for n = 1, . . . , P − 1, and keep the suffix parts τ suf,n i , for n = P, . . . , C that incur the minimum total travel cost. Thus, we can rewrite the plansτ i as follows:
Setting w 1 = ∅ in the proof of Theorem 7.5, where ∅ stands for the empty word, we can show that the motion plan given in (23) still satisfies the LTL formula φ i . The result shown in Theorem 7.7 also holds for the plans given in (23).
VIII. SIMULATION STUDIES
In this section, a simulation study is provided that illustrates our approach for a network of N = 10 robots. Robots are categorized into M = 10 teams as follows: To model uncertainty in robot mobility, caused by exogenous disturbances that may affect the arrival times of the robots at the communication locations, we assume that the and is generated by a uniform distribution on [1, 2] , at the moment when robot i arrives at location v e . Also, the controller u i that drives robot i from location v e to v j in t i ej time units is given by:
The LTL-specified tasks for robots 1, 6, 7, and 8 follow. Similar tasks are assigned to the rest of the other robots.
After constructing the initial motion plans
ω , for all robots i, schedules of communication events are constructed as per Algorithm 1. The resulting schedules have the following form:
Then, given the above meeting schedules, Algorithm 2 constructs the revised motion plansτ i , which have the following structure:
Similarly, the suffix parts τ suf,n8 8
for robot 8 ∈ T 8 ∩ T 9 have the following form: 
Notice that in τ suf,n7 7
, for all n 7 ≥ 2, the communication point for team T 8 appears before the communication point for team T 7 , as dictated by the schedule sched 7 = [8, X, 7] ω and the constraints of the optimization (8) . The respective observation holds for τ suf,n8 8
, for all n 8 ≥ 2, as well. Figure 7 shows the revised suffix parts for robots 7 and 8 at consecutive iterations n i of Algorithm 2. Also, observe in Figure 7 , that as time goes by, the communication points are updated and the final communication point selected for each team is depicted in Figure 7 (c).
To illustrate that the proposed motion plans ensure intermittent communication among the robots infinitely often, we consider the following two test cases. First, we implement a consensus algorithm over the dynamic network G c . Specifically, we assume that initially all robots generate a random number v i (t 0 ) and when all robots i ∈ T m meet at a rendezvous point j ∈ C m they perform the following consensus update: Figure 8 shows that eventually all robots reach a consensus on the numbers v i (t), which means that communication among robots takes place infinitely often, as proven in Theorem 7.7. Second we assume that robot 1 carries a message, illustrated by a red star in Figure 7 , which needs to be transmitted to a user located at v 19 which is visited infinitely often by robot 7 according to (27) . This message is transmitted to all robots of any team T m , m ∈ M during a communication event for this team, only if there is at least one robot i ∈ T m that carries it. Figures 7(a)-7(c) depict the successful transmission of the information collected by robot 1 to the user. The communication events over time for teams T 1 and T 5 are depicted in Figure 9 . Observe in Figure 9 that the communication time instances do not depend linearly on time, which means that communication within these teams is aperiodic. Figure 10 shows that the total traveled distance Note also that it would be impossible to generate motion plansτ i by using the off-the-shelf LTL-based planning control synthesis methods [23] , [28] , [36] that rely on the construction of a synchronous product automaton due to the large size of the network. Specifically, these methods rely on the construction of a product transition system (PTS), whose state space has dimension
10 . This PTS is combined with the Büchi Automaton B that corresponds to the LTL statement φ = (∧ ∀i∈N φ i ) ∧ φ com to construct a Product Büchi Automaton whose state space has dimension
10 × |Q B | which is too large to manipulate in practice let alone searching for an accepting infinite run.
IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present experimental results to validate the proposed task planning and intermittent communication control framework. Four differential-driven "iRobot Create" robots are deployed within a 2.5m × 2.0m workspace as shown in Figure 11 , whose positions and orientations can be tracked in real-time via an Optitrack motion capture system. The communication among the coordination module, the robot actuation module, and the Optitrack is handled via the Robot operating system (ROS). Black squares and colored circles comprise the set I, i.e., they stand for locations that robots need to visit to accomplish the tasks φ i . The colored circles comprise the set C, i.e., stand for communication points, rectangles represent the robots, and the blue rhombus stands for a user. We assume that there is direct transition from any location v k to any other communication point v j , j ∈ C. Each color is associated with a unique team, i.e., communication points with the same color belong to the same set Cm and colors inside a rectangle correspond to the teams that this robot belongs. Enlarged colored circles stand for the selected communication points. The blue and the yellow lines correspond to the suffix parts of robots 7 and 8, respectively, that belong to team T 8 . Also, Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) show the suffix parts at iterations n i = 2, n i = 3, and n i = 4, respectively, for robots 7 and 8. The red star on top of the robots stands for information initially collected by robot 1, which needs to be transmitted to the user. (0.25m, 0.5m), as shown in Figure 11 , and robot R 3 is responsible for visiting this user infinitely often as dictated by φ 3 . The messages generated by every robot are indicated by filled stars, as shown in the visualization panel of Figure 11 . ) with respect to iterations κ and n i . Every time a communication point is updated the total traveled distance
A. System Description
) decreases. Red dots correspond to the total cost after a single execution over the sequence S, i.e., when the iteration index n i is common for all robots i ∈ N . Notice that the total cost Each time two robots meet at a communication point, they can exchange their stored messages. For instance, robot R 1 has messages m 1 and m 2 while R 2 has messages m 2 and m 3 . When they meet and exchange messages, afterwards they both have the messages m 1 , m 2 , and m 3 .
As shown in Figure 11 , the size of an iRobot is around 0.4m in diameter. Given the confined workspace, a local reactive collision avoidance scheme is needed for the actual plan execution. We rely on the framework of reciprocal velocity obstacles (RVO) introduced in [38] to resolve inter-robot collision locally among the robots. Particularly, the relative position and relative velocity between each robot and its neighboring robots are used to compute the desired velocity that would avoid future collisions. This is done for each robot at each time step.
B. Experimental Results
Following the procedure described in Section IV-B, each robot constructs a local plan τ i that satisfies its task. For instance, the wTS 1 of robot R 1 has 25 states and 25 2 transitions, i.e., there is a direct transition among any two states. Moreover, the NBA B 1 has 4 states and 13 transitions and its product P i has 25×4 = 100 states and 1680 transitions. It took around 0.75s for the model-checking algorithm, described in Section IV, to find τ 1 with the minimal total cost J(τ 1 ).
Hereafter, for the sake of simplicity, we write the motion plans in terms of the coordinates of locations that robots need to visit instead of using the state of the wTS. For example, the discrete plan τ 1 is given by τ 1 = τ is shown in Figure 11 . , the communication points selected by Algorithm 2 for teams T 1 = {R 1 , R 2 }, T 2 = {R 2 , R 3 }, and T 3 = {R 3 , R 4 } are (2.25, 0.25), (1.75, 1.25), and (1.75, 1.75), respectively. As mentioned in Section IX-A, the robots have a limited communication range and when two robots meet, they exchange messages with each other. We run the experiment for around 400s until all robots and the user have all messages originally gathered by each robot. The final trajectories of robots R 1 and R 2 are shown in Figure 12 . Moreover, the communication events among the robots and the user are shown in Figure 14 . It can be seen that the robots are not connected for most of the time and Fig. 12 . Trajectory of robots R 1 and R 2 sampled at every 30s. These trajectories deviate slightly from the desired suffix shown by solid lines because of inter-robot collision avoidance mechanism described in Section IX-A. Fig. 13 .
The evolution of messages stored at each robot and the user. The messages initially gathered by robots R 1 , R 2 , R 3 , R 4 are represented by m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 in cyan, blue, green, magenta, respectively. The four memory slots for each robot and the user are used to store these messages. The messages are exchanged whenever communication happens. Eventually, all the initially generated messages have been transmitted to all robots and the user.
communication only happens at intermittent time instants (13 communication events in total). Finally, the evolution of the messages stored at each robot is illustrated in Figure 13 , which verifies that eventually all robots and the user have all the messages gathered by the robots. The full experiment video can be found in [37] .
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed a distributed intermittent communication framework for networks of mobile robots that are responsible for accomplishing complex tasks, captured by independent Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulas. Robots have limited communication capabilities and, therefore, they can communicate only when they meet at common locations in space, giving rise to a dynamic communication network. Our proposed distributed control framework jointly determines local plans that allow all robots fulfill their assigned LTLbased tasks, schedules of communication events that guarantee information exchange infinitely often, and optimal communication locations that minimize the total distance traveled by the robots. Simulation and experimental results verified the efficiency of the proposed distributed controllers. We showed that our distributed method can solve optimally very large task planning and intermittent communication problems, that are impossible to solve using current off-the-shelf model-checking methods.
